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Abstract

We discuss the microscopic origin of a previously poorly understood phenomenon, the alignment of a nematic liquid crystal
(LC), consisting of rod-like molecular units, when placed on a rubbed polymer surface. After giving a brief review of the
phenomenon and its technological utilization in flat panel displays we discuss the use of surface sensitive, polarization
dependent near edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy for the study of rubbed polymer surfaces. These measurements are
shown to provide a microscopic picture for the origin of the alignment process. It is shown that the LC orientation direction
is set by an asymmetry in the molecular bonds, i.e. of the charge, at the rubbed polymer surface. The experimental results are
explained by a general theory, based on tensor order parameters, which states that the minimum energy state of the interaction
between the LC and oriented polymer surface corresponds to maximum directional overlap of the respective anisotropic charge
distributions.q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When a nematic liquid crystal (LC), consisting of
an assembly of aligned rod-like molecules, is placed
on a rubbed polymer surface it exhibits both in-plane
and out-of-plane orientation of the rods. The in-plane
alignment direction of the rods typically coincides
with the rubbing direction. The average upward tilt
angle of the rods from the polymer surface plane,
which is typically a few degrees, is referred to as
the pretilt angle. It is an important fact that the LC

pretilt is unidirectional. For example, for rubbed poly-
imide surfaces the rods tilt up from the rubbing direc-
tion and therefore the tipped-up ends of the rods point
into, not opposite to, the rubbing direction. The origin
of the LC alignment mechanism has been debated
ever since its discovery 90 years ago [1,2] but no
definitive understanding has emerged. Such an under-
standing is not only an interesting scientific but an
important technological problem since todays flat
panel displays are largely based on LCs which modu-
late light transmission from the back to the front of the
display through changes in LC alignment, as
discussed in more detail below.

In general, the LC alignment has to originate from
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symmetry breaking at the surface of the polymer
substrate. Over the years asymmetries in either the
macroscopic topographical or microscopic molecular
structure of the polymer surface have been proposed
for the preferred rod direction in the LC [3,4]. Inde-
pendent of any asymmetry of the polymer surface, the
origin and size of out-of-plane LC tilt angles have
been explained in terms of the van der Waals interac-
tion between asymmetric LC molecules and the
polymer surface, modelled as a semi-infinite dielectric
medium [5]. Because such a model ignores any aniso-
tropy of the polymer surface on a molecular level it
cannot account for the unidirectional LC pretilt direc-
tion, however. While a variety of methods, in parti-
cular linear and non-linear optical methods, can be
used to determine the precise alignment direction of
the LC molecules, even for monolayer films [6], it is
more difficult to obtain detailed information regarding
the molecular structure of the polymer surface.
Conventional linear optics techniques lack surface
sensitivity and second harmonic generation cannot
be used because the polymer molecules typically
have inversion symmetry. Nevertheless, early propo-
sals of the molecular orientation at the polymer
surface were based on bulk-sensitive optical and
infra-red measurements carried out on thin films [7–
12].

More recently, surface sensitive grazing incidence
X-ray scattering (GIXS) studies on semicrystalline
BPDA-PDA polyimide demonstrated the preferential
near-surface alignment of polyimide chain segments
along the rubbing direction, linking it to the preferred
in-plane alignment direction of the LCs [13]. These
studies are consistent with the conventional view that
LC alignment on the polymer surface originates from
a quasi-epitaxial interaction. Because of the long
structural coherence length within the LC, the LC
alignment has been thought to originate from ordered
regions at the surface with parallel chain segments [7],
possibly in the form of microcrystalline nucleation
sites [14]. In this model the LC rods are envisioned
to align parallel to the polymer chain segments in the
crystalline regions. Surface sensitive studies have also
been carried out using the near edge X-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) technique [15–19]. These
studies also showed the preferential near-surface
alignment of polyimide chain segments along the
rubbing direction [17] and the decay of the alignment

from the surface toward the bulk of the film. NEXAFS
studies also gave clear evidence for a preferential out-
of-plane tilt of phenyl rings at polyimide surfaces
[15,16,18,19]. This tilt was linked with the pretilt
angle of the LC on the surface. Some of the NEXAFS
studies utilized partially ordered (semi-crystalline)
polyimides like BPDA-PDA [17] and PMDA-ODA
[18] and the suggested LC alignment models impli-
citly assumed the presence of ordered surface regions
giving rise to epitaxial effects. These studies did not
address the known fact that LC alignment also occurs
on surfaces of disordered polymers. In fact, such poly-
mers are typically used in the manufacturing of flat
panel displays. Most recently NEXAFS studies on a
disordered polyimide [19] suggested that LC align-
ment only requires a statistically significant preferen-
tial bond orientation at the polymer surface, without
the necessity of crystalline or quasi-crystalline order.
A general directional interaction model was proposed
in which the LC direction is guided by a ‘‘p-like
interaction’’ between the LC molecules and the aniso-
tropic polymer surface.

Here we report surface-sensitive and polarization-
dependent NEXAFS measurements on a variety of
polymers. The experimentally observed anisotropy
of the NEXAFS intensity at the polymer surface is
analyzed in terms of the preferred orientation of
phenyl and CyO functional groups at the surface.
The molecular orientation at the polymer surface is
quantified by the derivation of orientation factors,
previously utilized for the description of LCs, and
the relevant equations are derived. From the measure-
ments a simple general model for LC alignment
emerges which is based on the existence of preferred
bond orientation at the rubbed polymer surface,
without the necessity for crystalline or microcrystal-
line order. In particular, the observed asymmetric out-
of-plane bond orientation is argued to be the micro-
scopic origin of the LC pretilt direction. A model is
presented that links the asymmetric molecular orien-
tation at the polyimide surface to the rubbing process.
Finally, we develop a simple but powerful theory for
the origin of LC alignment that is based on symmetry.
It uses tensor order parameters to describe the aniso-
tropic interaction between the LC and the aligned
polymer surface and clearly shows that the interaction
energy between a uniaxial LC and a biaxial polymer
surface is minimized if thep orbital densities of the
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two systems have maximum directional overlap. This
theory supports the empirically derivedp interaction
model [19].

2. The role of liquid crystals in flat panel displays

Today’s laptop computers use flat panel displays

because of their light weight and compact size
[20,21]. It is envisioned that such displays will gradu-
ally replace conventional cathode ray tubes in many
applications from desk-top computer to television
screens. In such a display, schematically shown in
Fig. 1, the picture on the screen is composed of
many pixels, approximately 300× 300 micrometer
in size, of different colors and intensities [22]. In
each pixel the desired color is created by ‘‘mixing’’
blue, green and red primary colors of different inten-
sities by means of a patterned color filter array as
shown in Fig. 1. The intensity of each color is adjusted
by using liquid crystals to change the light intensity
transmitted from the back to the font of the display.
The LC is composed of rod like molecules which
prefer to align themselves so that the long directions
of the rods are parallel. The structure of a typical LC
molecule is shown on the computer screen in Fig. 1.
The LC is filled into the gap, a few microns wide,
between two polyimide films coated onto indium-
tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes which in turn are deposited
onto two glass-plate cross polarizers. In order for the
display to work the LC molecules have to be anchored
down nearly parallel to the surfaces of the polyimide
films but on opposite sides point into the perpendi-
cular directions of the two crossed polarizers. They
thus form a twisted helix from one side to the other.
When the light from a light source in the back of the
display crosses the first polarizer it is polarized along
the long axis of the LC molecules anchored to it. As
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a laptop computer flat panel display, as described in the text. On the computer screen we show the structure of a 5 OCB
liquid crystal molecule.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the rubbing process. A thin polymer film,
coated on top of an ITO electrode layer which is deposited on a
glass plate, moves underneath a rotating rubbing wheel whose drum
is coated with a velour bristle cloth. Also shown is the typical shape
of a polymer chain, resembling a ball with a radius of gyration of
about 10 nm and the monomer structure of BPDA-PDA polyimide,
studied in this paper.



the light progresses through the LC the helical LC
structure changes the polarization of the light from
linear to elliptical so that part of the light is trans-
mitted by the second, perpendicular, polarizer. Since
the light transmission depends on the orientation of
the LC rods it can be changed by rotation of the rods.
This is accomplished by application of a small
voltage, pixel by pixel, by means of microscopic
ITO electrodes independently driven by a transistor
array. As the voltage is increased the LC long axis
becomes increasingly parallel to the electric field
direction, which is parallel to the light direction.
The light polarization becomes less affected by the
LC and the light transmission is reduced because of
the crossed polarizers. Thus the orientational changes
in LC alignment are the heart of the LC display
providing its gray scale or color contrast.

One of the most important yet scientifically least
understood steps in the making of a flat panel display
is the directional anchoring of the LC molecules to the
polymer films. The current method simply consists of
unidirectional rubbing of a polyimide film, which is
about 100 nm thick, with a velour cloth. In practice
this is done with a rubbing machine, as shown in Fig.
2, where the polymer coated glass plate moves under-
neath a rotating drum whose surface consists of velour
bristles. The rubbing process is specified by the rota-
tion speed of the drum, the speed of the plate, and the
‘‘pile impression’’, characterizing the offset in
distance between the drum surface and the polyimide
surface. Polyimide is chosen because its high glass
transition temperature assures that the rubbed surface

remains stable even at elevated temperatures. After
the rubbing process the LC molecules align with
their long axis parallel to the rubbing direction and
point up from the surface by a small pretilt angle. The
size of the pretilt angle depends on the exact monomer
structure of the polyimide, i.e. it varies with changes
in main as well as side chain structure, and it depends
on the structure of the LC molecules, as well.

The pretilt angle is of particular technological
importance and, in practice, has to exceed about 38
for the proper functioning of the display. The reason is
illustrated in Fig. 3. If the pretilt angle is zero, there
exists an ambiguity in the twisting of the LC helix
between the two anchored, orthogonal, ends. Both
908 clockwise and anticlockwise rotation is possible,
leading to the formation of clockwise and anticlock-
wise LC domains, referred to as reverse tilt domains
[21]. At the boundary between two such domains the
LC orientation is ill defined leading to artifacts in the
image on the computer screen, e.g. shadows. In the
presence of a clearly defined pretilt angle and pretilt
direction, i.e. into the rubbing direction, only one 908
twist is possible and therefore the LC will align as a
single domain. Fig. 3 clearly indicates that a well-
defined pretilt direction is of fundamental importance.
For example, if a pretilt angle existed with equal prob-
ability parallel and antiparallel to the rubbing direc-
tion, the rotation sense of the helix would remain
undefined and the reversed domain problem could
not be eliminated. It is apparent that a detailed under-
standing of the origin of LC alignment is of great
technological importance. Such an understanding
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the liquid crystal pretilt angle1. For a rubbed polyimide film the pretilt always points into the rubbing direction, indicated
by a double-stem arrow. In a display, the liquid crystal is filled into the gap between two opposing polyimide coated glass plates which are
rubbed in orthogonal directions, as shown. The rod-like liquid crystal molecules are anchored down with their long axis parallel to the rubbing
direction on both ends and form a twisted helix across the gap. Because of the well defined LC pretilt direction at the anchoring points only a
counterclockwise 908 rotation of the helix is possible when viewed from above, as shown on the right. This avoids the formation of reverse tilt
domains as discussed in the text.



would allow the development of non-contact alterna-
tives to the mechanical low-tech rubbing process and
the development of new, possibly non-polymeric,
materials which are useful as an alignment layer.

Below we shall present NEXAFS measurements on
a variety of rubbed polyimide surfaces and on poly-
styrene which are shown to provide important new
insight into the magical alignment process. Polyi-
mides and polystyrene were chosen for a particular
reason. As shown in Fig. 4 it is empirically known
that rubbed surfaces of the two different materials
align LCs quite differently. All rubbed polyimides
align LCs along the rubbing direction, with the pretilt
direction pointing into the rubbing direction. Rubbed
polystyrene, by contrast, aligns LCs perpendicular to
the rubbing direction with zero pretilt [8,23]. This
extreme behavior has to be explained by any reason-
able model.

3. Experimental details

NEXAFS measurements were performed at the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory on the
wiggler beam line 10-1 using nearly linearly polarized
soft-rays with an energy resolution of, 100 meV at
the carbon K-edge. Spectra were recorded in the

experimental geometries shown in Figs. 5(a) and
(b). Here we have chosen our sample coordinate
system with thex axis along the rubbing direction
and thez axis along the surface normal. The sample
could be rotated about a vertical axis resulting in a
change of the X-ray incidence angle from the surface
u , and independently about the surface normalz,
changing the azimuthal angleF of the incident X-
rays, defined in Fig. 5(c). In the ‘‘parallel’’ geometry
the major component of the electric field vector,~E1,
which lies in the horizontal plane at a 908 angle from
the incident X-ray wave vector, was oriented in the
(2x; z;1x) plane of the sample coordinate system at a
polar angleu from the sample normalz. For conve-
nience we defineu to be positive forF� 08 ~E1 in (1x,
z) quadrant) and negative forF � 1808 ~E1 in (2x, z)
quadrant). In the ‘‘perpendicular’’ geometry~E1 was
oriented in the (2y, z, 1 y) plane at an angleu from
the sample normalz. Here we defineu to be positive
for F � 908 ~E1 in (1y, z) quadrant and negative for
F � 2708 ~E1 in (2y, z) quadrant). X-ray absorption
was recorded by means of surface sensitive electron
yield detection [24]. We used a cylindrical mirror
analyzer (CMA) to monitor the KLL Auger electron
yield (AEY) which probes only the first nanometer
from the free surface [17,25]. Simultaneously, we
measured the sample current with a picoammeter.
The so obtained total electron yield (TEY) spectra
probe about 10 nm below the surface [17]. The spectra
were divided by the total electron yield signal from a
highly transmissive (, 80%) gold grid, again
measured with a picoammeter. A pre-edge back-
ground was then subtracted from the normalized
spectra and the edge jump far above the K-edge
(340–380 eV) was arbitrarily scaled to unity. This
procedure produces spectra in which all resonance
intensities correspond to the same number of C or O
atoms in the sample, as discussed elsewhere [24]. An
example of the resulting normalized TEY and AEY
spectra is shown in Fig. 6. Here we compare spectra of
an unrubbed BPDA-PDA polyimide, recorded at X-
ray incidence anglesu � 908 andu � 208. Tests were
performed regarding radiation damage of the investi-
gated polymers. At the experimental conditions used
here, characterized by an X-ray spot size of 0.5×
1 mm2 and a sample photo-current of about 5×
10211 A at 320 eV, no time dependent changes in
the spectra were observable.
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Fig. 4. LC orientation and pretilt angle in rubbed polyimides and in
polystyrene. We show only the first monolayer of the LC molecules
on the rubbed surfaces. More precisely, the LC pretilt angle1 is
defined as the average out-of-plane tilt angle of the rods in the bulk
of the LC.



We investigated several polyimides and a sample
of polystyrene. The molecular monomer structures
are given in Fig. 7. The polyimides were dissolved
in an organic solvent and spin coated onto 10×
10 cm2 ITO coated glass plates to a thickness of
less than 100 nm. After heating to 858C to remove
the solvent, the samples were baked at 1808C for
60 min. Samples were rubbed using a rayon-cloth
rubbing machine at 200 rpm rotation speed,
25 mm/s plate speed and a pile impression of
0.6 mm. For the NEXAFS measurements we used
1 × 1 cm2 pieces, cut from the unrubbed and rubbed
sample plates. Polystyrene films of 96 K and 514 K
molecular weight were dissolved in toluene and spin
coated onto cleaned Si (100) wafers having a native

oxide layer. Film thicknesses were kept below 100 nm
to avoid excessive charging in the X-ray beam. The
samples were heated to 808C to remove the solvent
and then heated at 1508C for 1 h to relax the films. The
films were rubbed at room temperature with a velour
cloth under a load of 2 g/cm2 over a distance of
300 cm at a speed of 1 cm/s as described elsewhere
[17,26].

Before we discuss experimental results we shall
briefly derive the equation describing the angular
dependence of the NEXAFS intensity for the case of
a rubbed polymer surface. Because of the low
symmetry of such systems the angular dependence
is different from that encountered in previous
NEXAFS studies.
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Fig. 5. Parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) experimental geometries used for the NEXAFS measurement. The X-rays are incident on the sample at
an incidence angleu from the surface. The major component of the electric field vector~E1 of the elliptically polarized X-rays lies in the
horizontal plane at the angleu from the sample normal, which is taken as thez axis of the sample frame. The smaller component~E2 is in the
vertical direction and lies on the surface of the sample. The sample is rotatable about a vertical axis and around its normalz. The rubbing
direction is taken along thex axis of the sample frame, as shown in (c). The orientation of the electric field vector and a single molecularp

orbital in the sample frame are specified by spherical angles, are shown. Because the rubbing process is unidirectional it causes a mirror
symmetry about the (x,z) plane at the polymer surface, as shown in (d). In general, the molecular symmetry at the surface will only have one-fold
symmetry about thez axis because the directionsx and2x are inequivalent. As shown in the text one may, however find a molecular frame
(x0,y0,z0) in which the molecular distribution has at least twofold symmetry about all three axes. This frame is rotated by an angleg about they�
y0 axis, relative to the sample frame.



4. Angular dependence of NEXAFS intensity and
molecular orientation

4.1. NEXAFS intensity in sample frame

As shown in Fig. 6, NEXAFS spectra of polymers
consist of several peaks or resonances. Because of
their peak-like shape the lowest-energy resonances
in the 280–290 eV range are particularly suited for
an intensity analysis. These resonances arise from
transitions of a 1s core electron into unoccupied mole-
cular p* orbitals and their angular dependence
directly yields the orientation of the molecularp
system [24]. In principle, the higher-energys reso-
nances in the 290–310 eV range could also be used to
study molecular orientation effects but in the
following we shall restrict our discussion to thep
resonances. The experimental geometries are speci-
fied in Fig. 5. For elliptically polarized X-rays the
angle-dependent NEXAFS intensityI �u;F;a;f� for
thep system of a single molecule in the sample frame
(x,y,z) is given as [24]

I u;F;a;f
ÿ �
� C P I1 u;F;a;f

ÿ �
1 1 2 P� � I2 u;F;a;f

ÿ �� 	
: �1�

Here C is a normalization constant andP is a
polarization factor describing the relative intensity
contributions of the orthogonal electric field vector
components~E1 and ~E2 of the elliptically polarized
X-rays [24]. The polarization factor depends on the
storage ring energy and the beam line optics. Our
experiments were carried out withP� 0:80^ 0:02,
as discussed below. The general angular depen-
dence of the NEXAFS intensity is derived by
considering the geometry illustrated in Fig. 5 (c).
In the figure we show both the electric field vector
~E of the X-rays and the molecularp orbital as
vectors. Because the electromagnetic wave oscil-
lates and the experiment averages over many exci-
tation events the electric field vector~E, on average,
is actually a two-directional vector, so that its
orientation (u,F) is equivalent to
(2u 1 1808; F 1 1808). This leads to the
following general form of the NEXAFS intensities
I1 and I2 for the p system of a single molecule in

the sample frame (x,y,z), [24]

I1�u;F;a;f� � cos2u cos2a

1 sin2u sin2a�cos2F cos2f 1 sin2F sin2f�

1
1
2

sin2u sin2a�cosF cosf 1 sinF sinf�;

�2�

I2�u;F;a;f� � sin2a� sin2F cos2f 1 cos2F sin2f�:
�3�

For a distribution of molecules characterized by a
distribution function f(a,f) of the p orbitals, the
NEXAFS intensity is given by

I u;F� � �
Z2p

0

Zp

0
I u;F;a;f
ÿ �

f a;f
ÿ �

sina da df:

�4�
In our case thex,z plane is a mirror plane so that
f a;f
ÿ � � f a;2f

ÿ �
: This leads to two distinct

‘‘parallel’’ ( F � 08; 1808) and ‘‘perpendicular’’
(F � 908;2708) experimental geometries as shown
in Figs. 5 (a) and (b), and the respective NEXAFS
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Fig. 6. Normalized NEXAFS spectra of unrubbed BPDA-PDA
polyimide are shown for normal (908) and grazing (208) X-ray inci-
dence angles. Spectra recorded by KLL Auger yield detection are
shown on top and by means of total electron yield detection at the
bottom. The spectra are normalized to a unit edge jump in the
energy range 340–380 eV where all curves coincide. The peaks
below 290 eV correspond to core electron transitions to unfilled
p* orbitals, those above 290 eV tos* orbitals in the polymer.



intensities can be written as,

Ik�u� � Ak 1 Bksin2u 1 Cksin2u; �5�

I'�u� � A' 1 B'sin2u �6�
where we have definedu to be positive in the (1x,1z)
and (1y,1z) quadrants and negative in the (2x,1z)
and (2y,1z) quadrants. The constantsAk, Bk, Ck, A',
and B' depend on the actual distribution function
f a;f
ÿ �

andAk andA' also depend on the polarization
factor P.

4.2. NEXAFS intensity in molecular frame

In order to specify the average molecular alignment
in the sample frame and to correlate this alignment
with that of the LC molecules it is convenient to find
the molecular framex0,y0,z0 in which the molecular
distribution is symmetric, i.e. has two-fold or higher
symmetry, with respect to thex0,y0 andz0 axes. For a

rubbed surface, the1x rubbing direction is distinct
from the2x direction and the molecular distribution
has only a onefold rotational symmetry about the
samplez and x axes, while it has twofold symmetry
about they axis. This leads to the different forms of
Eqs. (5) and (6). In particular, Eq. (5) is seen to be
asymmetric with respect tou . In realizing that Eq. (5)
can be written in the form [8],

I k�u� � ak 1 bkcos2�u 2 g� �7�
where Ak � ak 1 bkcos2g;Bk � 22bkcos2g, and
Ck � bksin2g we see that the molecular system
x0,y0,z0 is simply obtained by rotation of the sample
x,y,zsystem by an angleg about they � y 0 axis as
illustrated in Fig.5(d). The rotation angle is given by,

tan2g � 22Ck

Bk
: �8�

The angleg is negative for clockwise rotation and
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Fig. 7. Total electron yield NEXAFS spectra in the region of thep resonances for several unrubbed polyimides and for polystyrene, recorded
for normal (908) and grazing (208) X-ray incidence angles. The changes in fine structure arise from the different chemical environments of the
carbon atoms in the samples as illustrated by filled circles and discussed in the text. The monomer structures of the polymers are shown on the
right.



positive for anticlockwise rotation about they� y0

axis.

4.3. Molecular orientation factors

Since the molecular orientation functionf a;f
ÿ �

cannot be determined by NEXAFS (see Eq. (4)) we
need a different way to characterize the orientational
anisotropy. This can be done by simply using three
orientation factors that describe the relative alignment
along three orthogonal axes, without actual knowl-
edge of the orientation function itself [27]. Because
of the twofold molecular symmetry in the (x0,y0,z0)
frame the orientation factors are simply the projec-
tions of f a;f

ÿ �
along the three axes. This metho-

dology has previously been extensively used for the
description of the orientational properties of liquid
crystals themselves [27,28]. The anisotropy of the
molecularp system can therefore be described by
orientation factorsfx0, fy0, and fz0, which are defined as
the lowest order non-vanishing projections, according
to

fx0 �
Z

sin2a cos2f f �a;f�dV; �9�

fy0 �
Z

sin2a sin2f f �a;f�dV; �10�

fz0 �
Z

cos2a f a;f
ÿ �

dV: �11�

One can envision the orientation factors as the frac-
tions of molecules aligned along thex0, y0, andz0 axes,
respectively, and we havefx0 1 fy0 1 fz0 � 1 for a
normalized distribution

R
f a;f
ÿ �

dV:

Assuming linearly polarized light (P � 1) and that
the coordinate systems (x,y,z) and (x0,y0,z0) are iden-
tical, we see from Eqs. (2) and (4) that the NEXAFS
intensities along thex, yandzaxes directly determine
the orientation factors, i.e.

Ix � C fx0 ; �12�

Iy � C fy0 ; �13�

Iz � C fz0 ; �14�
where the normalizationfx0 1 fy0 1 fz0 � 1 determines
the constantC to reflect the total integrated NEXAFS
intensityC � I tot � Ix 1 Iy 1 Iz: Note that for linearly

polarized light the total intensity can always be
obtained by measurements along three orthogonal
directions, independent of the relative orientation of
the sample coordinate system.

For the more general case of elliptical polarization
and a relative rotation of the (x0,y0,z0) frame by an
angleg about they� y0 axis we obtain the following
equations:

Ix � CfP�fx0cos2g 1 fz0sin2g�1 �1 2 P�fy0 g; �15�

Iy � CfPfy0 1 �1 2 P��fx0cos2g 1 fz0sin2g�g; �16�

I'
z � CfP�fx0sin2g 1 fz0cos2g�

1 �1 2 P��fx0cos2g 1 fz0sin2g�g; �17�

Ikz � CfP�fx0sin2g 1 fz0cos2g�1 �1 2 P�fy0 g: �18�
HereIkz andI'

z correspond to the measured NEXAFS
intensities in the parallel and perpendicular geome-
tries, respectively. These intensities differ because
the smaller elliptical~E2 component lies along they
andx axes, respectively.

From these equations the orientation factors are
derived as:

fx0 �
A' 1 Bk 1 1

sin2g

Pcos2g

 !
Itot

; �19�

fy0 � Ak 1 B'

Itot
; �20�

fz0 �
A' 1 Bk 1 2

cos2g
Pcos2g

 !
Itot

: �21�

The normalization condition fx0 1 fy0 1 fz0 � 1
yields the following expression for the total
integrated intensityItot � C

Itot � 3
2

Ak 1 A'
� �

1
3P 2 1

2P
Bk 1 B'
� �

: �22�
The polarization factor can also be directly obtained
as

P� B' 2 Bk

Ak 2 A' 1 B' 2 Bk
: �23�
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5. Experimental results

5.1. Assignment of spectral features

Normalized NEXAFS spectra of various unrubbed
polymer films recorded atu � 208 and 908, are shown
in Fig. 7. The monomer structures of the polymers are
also given in the same figure (Fig. 7). The observed
peaks are assigned to transitions top* orbitals on
specific C atoms, as indicated by solid circles in Fig.
7 [17,24]. From the angular dependence of the peak
intensities one can derive the preferential orientation
of the correspondingp orbitals. For example, in poly-
styrene the resonance around 285 eV originates from
1s! p* electronic transitions on the C atoms in the
phenyl rings. It has maximum intensity when the~E1

vector is parallel to the phenylp system, i.e. perpen-
dicular to the phenyl ring [17,24]. The shown spectra
exhibit considerable fine structure because of the high
spectral resolution of our measurements. For example,
the phenylp* resonance for polystyrene is composed
of at least three overlapping peaks which are attrib-
uted to the chemically inequivalent C atoms in the
phenyl ring and vibrational fine structure. If we

number the C atoms around the phenyl ring in poly-
styrene beginning with the one attached to the chain,
we see that atom 1 is different by symmetry from atom
4 and from atoms 2, 3, 5, and 6, with atoms 3 and 5
and 2 and 6 being equivalent.

The spectra of the various polyimides differ signif-
icantly, owing to the different monomer structures.
Particularly interesting is the spectrum of BPDA-
PDA polyimide which contains two different kinds
of phenyl rings, associated with the central PDA
group (unshaded) and the BPDA groups (shown
shaded) in Fig. 7. The BPDA groups form a planar
system with the CyO bonds so that theirp systems are
parallel and conjugated. Because of conjugation
effects the CyO p resonance is shifted to lower
energy by about 0.5 eV relative to that in the other
two polyimides labelled JSR-1 and NISS-3. Also, the
phenyl p resonance around 285 eV is composed of
several overlapping structures. From the polarization
dependence it is clearly seen that the low energy part
of the structure around 284.6 eV varies in intensity
with the CyO resonance at 287.4 eV, while the high
energy part of the peak around 285.1 eV has a some-
what different polarization dependence. The 284.6 eV
peak therefore corresponds to the BPDA phenyls and
the 285.1 eV structure is due to the PDA phenyls.
Smaller peaks between the prominent phenyl and
CyO p resonances arise from phenyl carbon atoms
that are either bonded to N or O atoms, and therefore
exhibit a chemical shift [24].

Another interesting point is the polarization depen-
dence of the spectra, already encountered in Fig. 6,
giving clear evidence for preferential orientation of
the functional groups near the unrubbed polymer
surface. For example, the polarization dependence
of the polystyrene spectra shows that the phenylp
orbitals are preferentially oriented parallel to the
surface. Since thep orbitals are perpendicular to the
planes of the phenyl rings, the rings are found to be
preferentially perpendicular to the surface. For the
polyimides the same preferential orientation is
observed for NISS-3, while the phenyl planes are
preferentially parallel to the surface in BPDA-PDA
and JSR-1.

5.2. Molecular orientation in rubbed samples

NEXAFS spectra for rubbed BPDA-PDA
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Fig. 8. Polarization dependent NEXAFS spectra, recorded by
Auger (AEY) and total (TEY) electron yield detection, for rubbed
BPDA-PDA polyimide, with the electric field vector~E1 parallel to
x,y and 208 from thez axis.



polyimide, recorded by means of AEY and TEY
detection are shown in Fig. 8 for the three orientations
of the ~E1 vector, alongx,y and 208 from thez axis. In
addition to the in-plane/out-of-plane asymmetry,
already observed for unrubbed samples in Fig. 7, we
observe a pronounced in-plane asymmetry for the
rubbed sample. The rubbing process is seen to lead
to an in-plane redistribution of the phenylp system

from x to y. Since on average, the phenyl and CyO p
systems are oriented perpendicular to the polymer
chain segment directions, Fig. 8 indicates a preferred
chain orientation along the rubbing directionx.
Comparison of the AEY and TEY spectra reveals a
stronger polarization dependence of the former
because of the higher surface sensitivity of AEY
detection. As studied in detail by Samant et al. [17]
the orientation effects induced by rubbing decay with
increasing distance from the surface.

A more detailed look at the measured AEY inten-
sity distribution for BPDA-PDA in the (2x; z;1x)
plane containing the rubbing direction is given in
Fig. 9 (a). For the rubbed sample, the integrated inten-
sity of the phenylp resonance around 285 eV, shown
as solid diamonds, is asymmetric with respect to the
surface normal. The solid curve through the data
points is a fit by Eq. (5). For AEY detection we obtain
the parameters listed in Table 1 and a surface tilt angle
g � –3:58. The measured asymmetry arises from an
asymmetric distribution of the phenylp orbitals about
the surface normal. The largerp resonance intensity
for negative values ofu, defined as a tilt of~E1 towards
the2x axis shows that, on average, thep orbitals are
preferentially tilted from thez axis towards the2x
axis. This is equivalent to a preferential upward tilt
of the phenyl planes from the1x axis byg, as illu-
strated in the inset of Fig. 9 (b). The asymmetry is
absent for the (2y,z,1y) plane, which is perpendicular
to the buffing direction, as shown by the open circles
and dashed line in Fig. 9. The fit parameters are given
in Table 1. The asymmetry is also absent for unbuffed
samples.

The measured angular dependence of the phenylp
resonance in polyimide IBM-X, used commercially in
IBM’s flat panel displays is shown in Fig. 9 (b). The
monomer structure of IBM-X polyimide is proprietary
but the polymer is non-crystalline as proven by the
absence of X-ray diffraction peaks. Therefore, the
alignment of LCs on such a surface clearly cannot
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Fig. 9. Angular dependence of the phenylp resonance intensity in
the parallel and perpendicular geometries for rubbed BPDA-PDA
(a) and IBM-X (b) polyimides. Plotted is the integrated intensity of
the first prominentp resonance around 285 eV in the Auger yield
spectra in both cases. Note the asymmetry of the intensity distribu-
tion aboutu � 08 in the parallel geometry (solid diamonds, solid
line) which is absent in the perpendicular geometry (open circles,
dashed line). The inset illustrates that the asymmetry results from a
preferential upward tilt of the phenyl planes from the rubbing direc-
tion by an angleg.

Table 1
Fit parameters and derived total intensities, tilt angles, orientation factors, polarization factors, order parameters and biaxialities

Sample Ak Bk Ck A' B' I tot g fx0 fy’ fz0 P S h

BPDA-PDA 3.28 22.09 20.126 2.91 20.760 6.78 23.5 0.12 0.37 0.51 0.78 0.26 0.38
IBM-X 1.50 20.243 20.026 1.45 20.023 4.20 26.0 0.29 0.35 0.36 0.80 0.04 0.10
Polystyrene 2.52 2.71 0.161 3.07 0.542 11.223.4 0.52 0.27 0.21 0.80 20.18 20.37



be attributed to epitaxial alignment on a crystalline
substrate. We observe a similar angular dependence
as in the case of BPDA-PDA polyimide but the
magnitude of the angular dependence is significantly
smaller. The analysis yields constants listed in Table 1
and a surface tilt angleg � 26:08

Polarization dependent NEXAFS spectra for a
rubbed 96 K polystyrene [26] are shown in Fig. 10.
The spectra show a pronounced polarization depen-
dence and thep system is seen to be preferentially
oriented along the rubbing directionx, in contrast to
the polyimide results. Also the rings are seen to be
oriented preferentially perpendicular to the surface
plane. Again, the orientation is higher near the surface
because the AEY spectra show the larger angular
dependence.

A more detailed look at the measured angular
dependence of thep intensities measured by AEY
and TEY detection is shown in Fig. 11 for a rubbed
514 K polystyrene sample [29]. For the parallel
geometry, the integrated intensity of the phenylp
resonance around 285 eV, shown as solid diamonds,
is asymmetric with respect to the surface normal. The

solid curve through the data points is a fit by Eq. (5)
and the parameters are listed in Table 1. We obtain a
surface tilt angleg � 23:48. The measured asym-
metry arises from an asymmetric distribution of the
phenylp orbitals about the surface normal as indi-
cated in the inset of Fig. 11. Thep resonance intensity
is largest foru � ^908 and has a minimum foru � 08.
The intensity is larger for positive than negativeu
values, showing that, on average, thep orbitals are
preferentially tilted from the1 x axis towards thez
axis. This is equivalent to a preferential tilt of the
phenyl planes byg from the z axis towards2x, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 11. This asymmetry is
absent for the (2y,z,1y) plane, which is perpendicular
to the buffing direction, as shown by the open circles
and dashed line in Fig. 11. It is also absent for
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Fig. 10. Polarization dependent NEXAFS spectra, recorded by
Auger (AEY) and total (TEY) electron yield detection, for a rubbed
96 K polystyrene, with the electric field vector~E1 parallel tox, yand
208 from thez axis. Fig. 11. Angular dependence of the phenylp resonance intensity in

the parallel and perpendicular geometries for a rubbed 514 K poly-
styrene sample. Plotted is the integrated intensity of the first promi-
nent p resonance around 285 eV in the Auger (AEY) and total
(TEY) electron yield spectra. Note the asymmetry of the intensity
distribution aboutu � 08 in the parallel geometry (solid diamonds,
solid line) which is absent in the perpendicular geometry (open
circles, dashed line). The inset illustrates that the asymmetry results
from a preferential tilt of the phenyl planes from thez axis by an
angleg.



unbuffed samples. The fit parameters are provided in
Table 1.

In Fig. 12 we graphically illustrate the surface
orientation factors after the rubbing process for
BPDA-PDA and IBM-X polyimide and for poly-
styrene. Shown are the orientation factors derived
for the p systems of the phenyl rings in these poly-
mers using the parameters in Table 1 and the average
polarization factorP� 0.8 determined from our data
(see Table 1). The orientation factors may simply be
envisioned as the relative number of phenyl rings with
p orbitals directed along thex0, y0 andz0 axes, respec-
tively. For the polyimides, similar distributions are
obtained from the angular dependence of the
measured CyO intensity.

6. Discussion

In the following section we will discuss the impli-
cations of our experimental results in the light of two
important aspects. First we shall present a model that
links the observed alignment of the phenyl rings at the
rubbed surfaces with the rubbing process itself.
Secondly, we shall discuss how the molecular align-
ment at the polymer surface leads to the observed LC
alignment direction.

6.1. Molecular reorientation by rubbing

It is of considerable interest to understand how the
observed molecular orientation at the polymer surface
arises. Such an understanding is not only of impor-
tance for the technological optimization of polymeric
materials and the rubbing process but, more impor-
tantly, may point the way to completely new methods
and materials for liquid crystal alignment.

The key to the origin of the molecular alignment is
provided by the different results for the polyimides on
one hand and polystyrene on the other. Of prime
importance are the different in-plane and out-of-
plane asymmetries. Although we have only presented
results here for two polyimides, we have carried out
measurements on a total of seven different poly-
imides. All of them showed the same asymmetries
with a largerp intensity alongy than x and a larger
intensity for negative than positive values ofu . This
asymmetry is also consistent with measurements on
polyimides by others [16,18]. In contrast, for poly-
styrene thep intensity is larger alongx than y and it
is larger for positive than negative values ofu. From
all these results we obtain a consistent picture of the
preferential in-plane orientation and tilt angleg of the
phenylp systems at the respective surfaces.

From the average orientation of the phenylp
systems we can determine the preferred chain
segment direction from the known monomer struc-
tures of the polymers (see Fig. 7). The chain direction
is per definition the average direction of all mono-
mers. For the polyimides thep system is therefore
on average perpendicular to the chain axis while it
is on average parallel to the chain axis for polystyrene.
Therefore our results show that for both polymers the
chain axis is preferentially parallel to the rubbing
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Fig. 12. Orientation factors of rubbed polymer surfaces determined
from the parameters listed in Table 1. The tilt anglesg are also
given.



direction at the surface. This is in good agreement
with the GIXS [13] results for BPDA-PDA polyimide.

Our observations show that the rubbing process
orients polymer chain segments at the surface in a
similar manner as stretching does for a bulk polymer.
This suggests the simple model for the orientation
process illustrated in Fig. 13. The tips of the rubbing
cloth fibers may be envisioned to pull on the surface
segments of the polymer chains in the rubbing direc-
tion x. This process leads to a redistribution of the
number of chain segments, increasing the number of
segments alongx relative to those alongy. Because for
polyimides the chain segment axis is perpendicular to
the phenylp system, indicated by arrows in Fig.
13(a), this leads to more phenyl rings with theirp
orbitals alongy than x, as observed. The opposite is
true for polystyrene. Here the rubbing process will
increase the number of rings withp orbitals alongx
as shown in Fig. 13(b). Note that in both cases the
redistribution in chain segments fromy to x does
not change the number of phenyl rings with theirp
orbitals alongz.

The origin of the out-of-plane asymmetry in thex–z
plane is illustrated in Figs. 13 (c) and (d) for polyi-
mide and polystyrene, respectively. Here we show
chain segments initially oriented alongx and z and
only consider phenyl rings with theirp systems in
thex–zplane, since only those can lead to the experi-
mentally observed asymmetry and tilt angleg. When

the rubbing fibers pull on a chain segment oriented
along x a distortion in orientation will occur for the
linked chain segments which are initially oriented
alongz. Thus at the surface of the rubbed polyimide
a preferential tilting of the originally vertical chain
segments and phenyl planes toward1x will result,
as indicated in Fig. 13(c). From the shown model
one would therefore expect that the rubbing process
leads to a larger number of phenylp orbitals in the
(2x,z) quadrant relative to that in (1x,z) quadrant, as
observed for polyimide. Again, a different behavior is
expected for polystyrene as shown in Fig. 13 (d), with
morep orbitals in the (1x,z) than the (2x,z) quadrant.
This agrees with the experimental observations. We
note that the same effect can also be explained by a
shearing of the surface as suggested by Geary et al.
[7].

6.2. Liquid crystal and polymer alignment

Comparison of the empirically observed alignment
directions of LCs on polyimide and polystyrene
surfaces, shown in Fig. 4, with the molecular asym-
metries observed by us suggests that the LC direction
is determined by the preferential in- and out-of-plane
bond orientation at the polymer surface. For polyi-
mides, the same LC directionality exists, independent
of the type of polyimide and LC material. It is there-
fore expected that the LC alignmentdirection, i.e. the
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Fig. 13. Illustration of chain segment motion and associated phenyl ring reorientation from before to after the rubbing process in thex–ysurface
plane for (a) polyimide and (b) polystyrene. Chain segment motion and associated phenyl ring reorientation from before to after the rubbing
process in thex–zplane for (c) polyimide and (d) polystyrene. The rubbing process leads to a preferential tilt of the phenyl planes as shown.



in-plane as well as out-of-plane (pretilt) direction, is
solely determined by the structural asymmetry at the
polymer surface induced by rubbing. In contrast, the
size of the pretilt angle depends on the type of poly-
imide and LC material [3]. We can therefore expect to
obtain a clear correlation between the LC direction
and the molecular orientation at the surface. In
general, we would expect only a qualitative or relative
relationship between the size of the pretilt angle and
the molecular tilt angleg at the polymer surface. In
this section we develop a simple model which helps to
visualize the origin of the LC alignment in terms of
that of the phenyl rings at the polymer surface. A more
rigorous mathematical treatment is given in the
following section below.

Comparison of the LC alignment directions
pictured in Fig. 4 with the preferred phenyl ring orien-
tations shown in Fig. 12 suggests that the in-plane LC
alignment originates from the in-plane asymmetry of
thep system at the polymer surface. We cannot tell
whether the phenyl or CyO groups are more impor-
tant for the LC alignment since both show the same
preferential orientation. The LCs are seen to orient
with their long axis perpendicular to the preferred
direction of thep orbitals of the phenyl or CyO
groups at the polymer surface. The rod-like LC mole-
cules typically consist of in-line phenyl rings with a
terminal CuN group as shown in Fig. 1, so that their
p system is perpendicular to the long axis. The LC
orientation on the surface can thus be visualized as a
‘‘ p-like’’ interaction between the phenyl or COp
orbitals and those of the LC. We do not imply the
existence of a chemicalp bond but merely mean
that the attractive interaction between the polymer
surface and the LC mimics that of ap bond. In this
picture, the preferred in-plane LC alignment along the
buffing direction in polyimide is explained by the
preferential orientation of the phenylp system
parallel to they-axis, as shown in Fig. 12. On poly-
styrene, the LC molecules are predicted to align
perpendicular to the rubbing direction owing to a
preferential alignment of the polymerp system
alongx.

One may also picture the LC alignment at the
surface by saying that the LC rods are guided by the
preferred orientation of the phenyl planes at the
surface. In this picture, the out-of-plane tilt angleg
of the phenyl planes for the polyimides, depicted in

the inset of Fig. 9, can then be envisioned as the
microscopic origin of the LC pretilt direction. It
causes the LCs to tilt up from and point into the
rubbing direction. For polystyrene, the phenyl distri-
bution is symmetric in the (2y,z,1y) plane which is
perpendicular to the rubbing direction, as shown by
the NEXAFS intensity in Fig. 11. The LC rods which
are azimuthally aligned perpendicular to the rubbing
direction sense no out-of-plane directional asymmetry
and therefore have no pretilt, as observed [23].
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the maximum overlap model between a
uniaxial liquid crystal and a biaxial polymer surface. (a) Orientation
of p orbitals in 5 OCB liquid crystal molecules and in phenyl rings
near the polymer surface. (b) Specification of the molecular frames
associated with the LC (a,b,c) and the molecular distribution
(x0,y0,z0). (c) Orientation factors of thep systems of the LC and
for a polyimide surface, in the coordinate systems shown in (b). The
maximum overlap model states that the interaction energy between
the LC and the oriented surface is minimized if the axes of the LC
frame and the surface frame are aligned parallel to each other and
are rotated such that there is maximum overlap of the respective
orientation factors. This happens if the axes are aligned according to
c k x0, b k y0. anda k z0 as shown in (c).



As discussed above one would not expect, in
general, a quantitative relationship between thesize
of the bulk LC pretilt angle1 and the phenyl ring tilt
angleg at the polyimide surface. Although the bulk
LC pretilt angle1 has been linked directly to that of
the surface LC monolayer [6], it appears that its size
does not depend on the asymmetry of the polymer
surface alone [3]. However, we argue that the LC
direction is set by the surface asymmetry. For
example, we predict that for all polyimide surfaces,

the LCs always align along the rubbing direction, and
they will always tip up from the rubbing directionx,
not from the opposite direction,2x.

7. Theory of LC alignment: maximum overlap
model

7.1. Tensor order parameter

Here we present a more formal treatment of the
ideas developed in the previous section. In order to
do so we need to develop a simple mathematical treat-
ment of the symmetry properties of the rubbed
polymer surface. Such a treatment is provided by
introduction of a tensor order parameter, also called
ordering matrix or Saupe matrix. Tensor order para-
meters have been extensively used for the description
of the internal ordering of nematic LCs. A nematic LC
is characterized by the following characteristics: (i)
the centers of the LC molecules have no long range
order, (ii) on average, the LC molecules have a
preferred orientation along a directorn̂ with cylin-
drical symmetry about nˆ, (iii) the states of directorn̂
and2n̂ are indistinguishable. In short, the nematic LC
phase lacks translational but possesses rotational
order.

From the discussion of the orientational properties
of a rubbed polymer surface we see that it closely

resembles a LC in its low temperature ordered state.
In fact, by a simple rotation of the laboratory coordi-
nate system we can find a new coordinate system in
which the orientational distribution of the molecular
polymer segments, e.g. the phenyl groups, is
symmetric with respect to the newx0, y0 andz0 axes.
In this coordinate system the tensor order parameter
Qab

PS (with a;b � x0; y0 or z0) of the polymer surface is
diagonal and it is directly determined by the
respective orientation factors, according to

HereSis the uniaxial order parameter andh the biaxi-
ality [27]. The rubbed polymer surface can therefore
be described by a biaxial distribution with unequal
distributions along thex0, y0 andz0 axes, as illustrated
in Figs. 12 and 14. A nematic LC is described by a
uniaxial distributionh � 0, with an order parameter
in the 0.4, S, 0.7 range. For a fully oriented system
we haveS� 1. The order parameterSand biaxialityh
are thus given by

S� 1
2
�3fz0 2 1� �25�

and

h � 3
2
�fy0 2 fx0 �: �26�

Values ofSandh for the three investigated polymers
are given in Table 1. The order parameters are seen
to be somewhat lower than those of typical liquid
crystals [28].

In general, the ordering matrix is real, symmetric
and traceless. The trace is invariant under a unitary
transformation which transforms one coordinate
system into another. For example, in our case the
tensor order parameterQij

PS in the sample frame
(i,j � x,y,z) is obtained by a unitary transformation

QPS
ij � RQPS

abR* �27�
whereR is a sample rotation matrix which rotates the
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QPS
ab �

2
1
2
�S1 h� 0 0

0 2
1
2
�S2 h� 0

0 0 S

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA �
1
2
�3fx0 2 1� 0 0

0
1
2
�3fy0 2 1� 0

0 0
1
2
�3fz0 2 1�

0BBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCA
: �24�



coordinate system by an angleg about they� y0 axis,
i.e.

R�
cosg 0 2sing

0 1 0

sing 0 cosg

0BB@
1CCA: �28�

The ordering matrix in the (x,y,z) coordinate system is
no longer diagonal and is given by

In the following we shall develop a theory of LC
alignment based on order parameters for the polymer
surface and the LC.

7.2. Maximum overlap model

In general, it is clear that the LC direction is a result
of an asymmetry at the polymer surface. Our results
show that, for a rubbed polymer surface, a biaxial
asymmetry exists on a molecular level. It is then
reasonable to attribute the orientation of the LC,
which is placed in contact with the oriented polymer
surface, to an anisotropic interactions between the two
systems, the dominant ones being the excluded
volume interaction [28,30] arising from steric effects
between the LC rods and the surface, and the inter-
molecular interaction [28,31–34].

In our case the anisotropy in the excluded volume
interaction arises from the fact that the centers of the
rod-like LC molecules can come closer to the polymer
surface if they are aligned parallel rather than perpen-
dicular to it. It has been shown that for a nematic LC
consisting of rod-like units which is positioned on a
clean, well-defined flat surface, the anisotropic part of
the excluded volume interaction has the general form
[30]

DWex � Asin2a �30�
wherea is the angle between the surface and the LC

directorn̂, i.e. the average rod direction. The constant
A is the (positive) anchoring energy so thatDWex is
minimized fora � 0 and the LC molecules favor a
parallel ‘‘homogeneous’’ alignment over a vertical
‘‘homeotropic’’ alignment of their director. The
excluded volume interaction will therefore lead to a
LC orientation parallel to the surface in the absence of
other asymmetries and it will tend to reduce the LC
pretilt angle caused by other asymmetries.

The anisotropy of the molecular interaction arises
from the anisotropic charge distributions of the
polymer surface and the LC. In NEXAFS experiment
the asymmetry in the charge distribution is most easily
seen and most accurately determined through the
molecularp orbitals. In principle, the moleculars
system will be anisotropic, as well, as clearly seen
from the NEXAFS spectra in Fig. 6. For both poly-
imide and polystyrene most of the atoms in the polymer
chain are part of a phenyl ring. In this case, to a good
approximation, thes system has higher than twofold
symmetry about thep direction and lies in a plane
perpendicular to thep system. One can therefore
approximately determine the orientation factors of
thes system from those of thep system, according to

f sx0 � �f pz0 1 f py0 �=2; f sy0 � �f pz0 1 f px0 �=2; f sz0 � �f px0 1 f py0 �=2:

We see that if we order the orientation factors for thep
system according to their magnitudes, i.e.f pz0 .
f py0 . f px0 , those of thes system will have the reverse
order, i.e.f sz0 , f sy0 , f sx0 . Our discussion and theo-
retical model below will be based on the experimen-
tally determined asymmetry of thep orbital
distribution at the polymer surface and orientation of
the LCp system which can be inferred from symmetry
considerations, as discussed below. The mathematical
description would also apply to the respectives
systems or to the total charge densities.
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1
2
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1
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1
2

S2 h
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2
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Fig. 14 illustrates the molecular structure of a
typical LC molecule and the direction of the mole-
cular p orbitals. The molecule has cylindrical
symmetry about the long axis and thep orbitals are
perpendicular to the long axis. The director of the LC
formed by such molecules constitutes the average
direction of the long axis, as shown in Fig. 14 and,
on average, thep system is therefore perpendicular to
the director. We shall describe the orientation of the
LC by orientation factorsfa

LC, fb
LC andfc

LC in a coordi-
nate system (a,b,c) with the directorn̂ along c, as
shown in Fig. 14.

Our treatment follows the ideas of Maier and Saupe
[32–34], and the Landau-deGennes formalism [28,
35], previously used to describe the interactions and
ordering within the LC itself [28]. However, we only
consider the interaction between two systems, char-
acterized by tensor order parameters for thep systems
of the LC,QLC, and the polymer surfaceQPS, respec-
tively. The tensor order parameters simply describe
the deviation of thep electron distribution from sphe-
rical symmetry and are, in effect, proportional to the
respective quadrupole moments. Our theory is there-
fore based on calculating the angular dependence of
the quadrupole–quadrupole interaction between the
two p systems. The general interaction energy
between these two systems, described by the chemical
potential, may be expanded in powers of the respec-
tive tensor order parameters, i.e. by a multipole
expansion, according to [28, 35]

W �W0 2 U
X
ab

QLC
abQPS

ab 1 … �31�

whereW0 is an isotropic term, and the second term
describes the quadrupolar interaction between the two
systems. Note that neither the polymer surface nor the
LC have electric dipole moments so that the lowest
order terms in the expansion are given by the mono-
pole and quadrupole interactions. HereU is positive
and, following Maier and Saupe [32–34], we assume
it to arise from van der Waals forces. The equilibrium
state is then obtained by minimization ofW, i.e. maxi-
mization of

P
ab QLC

abQPS
ab. In calculating the tensor

order parameter product we choose the (x0,y0,z0) coor-
dinate systems in whichQPS is diagonal. In general,
the ordering matrixQLC of the LC will not be diagonal
in this coordinate system. Similar to Eq. (29) it will
have off-diagonal elements and the diagonal elements

will involve angle-dependent trigonometric functions.
It can be shown that the product

P
ab QLC

abQPS
ab is maxi-

mized when the eigen directions ofQLCandQPS coin-
cide and the axes align in order to maximize the sum
of the diagonal tensor elements

P
ab QLC

aaQPS
bb �P

ab�3f LC
a 2 1��3f PS

b 2 1�=4: Because of the normali-
zation

P
a f LC

a � P
b f PS

b � 1 the above condition is
equivalent to a maximization of

P
ab f LC

a f PS
b . This is

fulfilled if the LC axes corresponding to the smallest
and largest orientation factors align with the respec-
tive ones in the molecular frame of the polymer
surface. The minimum interaction energy therefore
corresponds to maximum directional overlap of the
p distribution functions of the LC and polymer
surface.

For example, we have seen that the LC is charac-
terized by two orientation factors, the firstfc

LC chosen
along the director, the secondf LC

a � f LC
b perpendi-

cular to the director. For thep system we have
f LC
c , f LC

a . For the polyimide surface thep orienta-
tion factors in the molecular frame, shown in Fig. 14,
have the magnitudesf PS

x0 # f PS
y0 # f PS

z0 . Therefore the
expression

P
ab f LC

a f PS
b is maximized if we choose

f LC
c f PS

x0 1 f LC
a f PS

z0 1 f LC
b f PS

y0 and the LC and polymer
axes are aligned according toc k x0, b k y0 and a k
z0. This is seen to correspond to the maximum overlap
of the orientation factor diagrams, as illustrated in Fig.
14. The maximum overlap model therefore predicts
the in-plane alignment of the LC on polyimide
surfaces as well as its pretilt direction. The influence
of the excluded volume interaction would simply be a
reduction of the LC pretilt angle relative to the surface
tilt angleg, as discussed above.

Application of the model to polystyrene predicts an
alignment of the LC axes according toc k z0, b k y0,
and a k x0, i.e. a perpendicular or homeotropic LC
alignment. This is in contrast to the experimentally
found in-plane LC alignment shown in Fig. 4. In
this case the excluded volume interaction, which
favors alignment of the LC rods parallel to the surface,
has an important effect. It favors rotation of the LC
axis from out-of-plane to in-plane. Of the two in-plane
orientations, however,n̂ k y0 is energetically favored
over n̂ k x0 by the maximum overlap model. The
mirror symmetry of the surface about the (x,z)
plane, reflected by the symmetric NEXAFS intensity
in the (2y,z,y) plane (see Fig. 11) does not allow the
existence of a pretilt angle, as observed [8,23].
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In summary, the interaction between the LC and the
surface will be mimimized if the LC aligns itself with
the biaxial distribution at the polymer surface. The
surface thus acts as a template for LC alignment.
We note that, in general, the preferential bond orien-
tation at the polymer surface is unrelated to crystalline
order, i.e. the presence of structural correlation
between the chains. Hence the LC alignment
mechanism proposed here contrasts earlier beliefs
that polymer crystallinity is necessary for LC align-
ment to occur [7]. Our model simply assumes the
presence of a statistically significant preferential
molecular orientation at the polymer surface.

8. Conclusions

We have presented NEXAFS measurements which
clearly reveal the preferred molecular orientation at
the surface of rubbed polymer films. This orientation
is argued to be the microscopic origin for LC align-
ment on the surface. Both the preferred LC alignment
direction parallel to the rubbing direction as well as
the direction of the out-of-plane LC pretilt can be
pictured in a simple model based on the preferential
orientation of phenyl rings. More generally, the LC
alignment is explained by a model based on maximum
directional overlap of the anisotropic charge distribu-
tions at the rubbed polymer surface and the LC. This
model is based on angular symmetry alone and does
not require the presence of translational symmetry, i.e.
crystalline order, at the polymer surface. The origin of
the preferential molecular orientation at the polymer
surface is explained in terms of a preferential chain
segment alignment parallel to the rubbing direction,
caused by a pulling action of the rubbing fibers.
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